
Love Tells a Story



At The Link
An Update From the Director

T he end of 2016 had vision, reality, and timing living in tension with each other at NeighborLink. Since 
2014, the leadership at NLFW had sensed a clear call to begin exploring the idea of what it means for 
NLFW as an organization to become a “neighbor.” Practically, what did it look like for NLFW to buy 
a building in a particular neighborhood, become a neighbor to the businesses, neighborhood asso-
ciation, and neighbors around us, and leverage our volunteerism and resources to participate in a 
longterm development strategy. We had a desire to merge the breadth of our or work with the desire 
to go deeper with our mission in a very intentional, longterm way. This vision seemed to be affirmed 
in many ways in 2016, but reality and timing was off as we failed on our second attempt to purchase a 
building in our target neighborhood due to some environmental and timing issues with a building.  

us to continue to do what we’ve 
become really good at.  

In an effort to be obedient and 
good stewards of the resources 
we’ve been entrusted with, we 
put the pursuit of the vision to 
purchase a building on hold and 
refocused our efforts on what 
we knew we had in front of us. In 
addition to the neighborhood de-
velopment strategy, we also have 
a strong vision to continue to use 
technology to eliminate the bar-

While disappointing, NLFW had 
been resourced in overwhelming 
ways in 2016 through continued 
volunteer growth and an increase 
in grant funding that was going 
to allow us to hire a third full time 
employee and continue meeting 
the demand of our services by 
both neighbors in need and vol-
unteers. While we were leaning 
into the vision for our future, there 
was significant investment in the 
work we’ve been doing for the 
past 13 years and a demand for 

riers between those in need and 
those looking to help. We’re only 
scratching the surface on meeting 
the needs that come in the door 
every day. For every project we 
do, it feels like we get four new 
calls for help.  

We started 2017 with clarity that 
focusing on recruiting, retaining, 
and equipping volunteers was 
our number one priority for the 
year. We chose to recognize what 
we’re good at and work hard to 
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be great at it. For the first time in 14 years, we set clear project goals. 
We set out to retain 50 communities of volunteers from 2016, grow our 
active communities to 100 in 2017, and have 20% of our retained volun-
teers take on at least one more project than they did in 2016 with the 
hope that it would result in 1000 completed projects. To date, we’ve 
worked with 120 different volunteer communities, retained over 50 
communities from 2016, are near 30% in increased engagement from 
volunteers, and have completed over 900 projects. It’s always been 
about relationships over projects at NeighborLink, and these metrics 
show that our team are investing in the right people who are motivated 
to love their neighbors.  

I couldn’t be more impressed and grateful for our staff. We went from 
two full-time to three full-time and a part-time team in 2017. Our team 
has adopted a Can’t Stop, Won’t Stop mentality when it comes to serv-
ing and connecting neighbors. Not only have they worked tirelessly to 
manage major repair projects, host hundreds of out of town students, 
and work with over 100 different communities of volunteers, they man-
aged the organization while I took a much needed 6-week sabbatical 
during the summer. During that 6-week window, they helped facilitate 
the completion of 160 projects. NLFW has a truly committed and Spir-
it-led staff that loves doing all that is necessary to help the vulnerable 
neighbors who seek help with us.  

The focus on strengthening our existing work was exactly what we 
needed in 2017. I believe that the vision for our future is still as relevant 
today as is has been for the past three years. For now, we are leaning 
into this new growth by serving our volunteers, raising awareness for 
our vulnerable neighbors, and transforming the communities we live in 
one tangible home repair project at a time. 

In the next few pages, you’ll learn more about those that are believing in 
our mission as well as many other nonprofits trying to imrpove the lives 
of their neighbors.



Stories from Our Funders on the Struggles  
and Victories of Mission Building

Interviews & Stories written by Lindsay Hotmire

More than passion and mission, it takes incredible effort to secure a 
nonprofit’s survival. Issues of funding, leadership, resources, volunteers, 

and sustainability often hang in the balance for many nonprofit directors and 
boards. And while those of us at NeighborLink have been elbow-deep in the 
nonprofit world for more than a decade, we’ve yet to get to a place where 
navigating through any of those things is easy. 

Since first venturing out in 2003, our purpose has never wavered. We’ve always 
been focused on awakening neighbors to the needs of those around them, and 
throughout our first decade, that mission was sustained by the generosity of our 
volunteers and donors. 

But by 2013, our eyes had been opened wide. We had felt and seen the 
overwhelming depth of need around us, and our ability to meet those needs 
was only made possible by the overflowing goodness of  foundations like  
AWS Foundation, Brotherhood Mutual, Community Foundation of Greater Fort 
Wayne, Foellinger Foundation, and M.E. Raker Foundation. 

WE’RE IN THIS  

TOGETHER
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In the last 12 years at NeighborLink, we have 
been profoundly affected by each person or 
organization that has crossed our path. Our 
volunteers share insights that challenge and 
inspire us. Our team and board members 
move forward in a unified vision. And our 
funders walk alongside us—both literally and 
figuratively—as we strive to stay true to our 
mission of helping neighbors help neighbors.  
We humbly recognize that without the 
financial support of our funders, our mission 
could not carry on. 

The Foundations throughout Northeast 
Indiana stand as a bulwark of hope for so 
many within our community. As relentless 
champions to thousands of volunteers and 
organizations, their behind-the-scenes work 
rarely demands notice or acclaim, but it all 
plays a pivotal role towards changing  the 
ways we collectively think about disabilities, 
about empowerment, about leadership, 
and about our future. At NeighborLink, 
we believe those who have intersected 

with our own mission might describe hope 
by pointing to wheelchair ramps, packed 
moving boxes, rides to a doctor’s office, 
warm and dry homes, and new friends who 
offered untethered help. And so much of that 
is only possible because of the support from 
our Foundations.

As we’ve secured more grant funding 
throughout the last few years, we’ve begun 
to wonder more about the stories of each 
foundation that has chosen to support us. So 
we reached out to five of them and asked if 
they’d share a little about their own missions, 
their goals, and their visions for the days 
ahead.  Not surprisingly, we discovered that 
we often share the same struggles, and we 
were reminded that this pursuit of a strong, 
vibrant community is something that ought to 
never be a solo endeavor.

It takes all of us, and we’re ever grateful for 
the partners who journey along with us.

Patti Hays
AWS Foundation

Finding the Intersection
“I can tell you the statistics,” says Patti Hays, CEO. “We can talk about the 
number of people with disabilities living below the poverty line in Northeast 
Indiana or the percentages of specialized students in our 
local schools. I can point out how the number of unemployed 
people with disabilities far outpaces the general population, or 
the number of people with disabilities who never see anyone 
outside of their paid support staff. But numbers don’t change 
lives,” she says. “Stories do.” 

Founded in 2007, AWS Foundation has been focused on 
the stories of those children and adults who have enduring intellectual, 
developmental and physical disabilities. The foundation’s goal is best 
expressed through a single imperative: Think differently about disabilities. 

It’s a command outlined in a 
daring hope that  when we think 

differently, we will also 
see differently. 

“These people may 
have disabilities, but 
that doesn’t take away 
their desire to live 
independently, to have 

their own social lives, their own 
friends,” says Hays.   

“...numbers don’t 

change lives,” she 

says.  “Stories do.”
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Knowing that many of 
those with intellectual and 
developmental disabilities 
depend on family members 
for support, it’s not hard to 
understand the importance 
of AWS Foundation’s work.  If 
you’re looking for palpable 
examples, just ask the families 
who can now visit places like 

the Civic Theater or Science 
Central with less worry. 
Specially produced shows 
and exhibits make it easier for 
these families to experience 
the arts and the sciences—
lights are dimmed; sounds are 
adjusted, and kids with sensory 
challenges aren’t expected to 
stay put. “For many families, 
the idea of attending a show 
isn’t possible because of 
sensory disorders, but we’ve 
found that with awareness and 
simple changes in design, a 
whole new level of accessibility 
can open up,” says Hays.

Those changes have extended 
into places like specialized 
camps, area schools, 
playgrounds, and even the 
Riverfront Development. 
Recently, small design 
changes helped a local YMCA 
eliminate barriers for those 
with disabilities so they could 
participate in programming 
with their families.  

“THESE PEOPLE MAY HAVE 

DISABILITIES, BUT THAT 

DOESN’T TAKE AWAY 

THEIR DESIRE TO LIVE 

INDEPENDENTLY, TO HAVE 

THEIR OWN SOCIAL LIVES, 

THEIR OWN FRIENDS.”

Recounting story after story, Hays says if the Foundation has learned 
anything through these initiatives, it’s that great change can never 
happen on its own. “The partnerships we have with other organizations 
are invaluable,” she says. 

And that idea of community partnerships changing neighborhoods 
is something that NeighborLink has been echoing since its founding. 
When Hays heard Andrew Hoffman share NeighborLink’s message 
in 2015, she knew that she had found a like-minded partner. After the 
event, Hays approached Hoffman and carried one message: “We have 
to find a way to work together.”

Throughout the next weeks and months, Hoffman worked to do 
just that, identifying ways that NeighborLink’s work connected to 
AWS Foundation. By 2016, his efforts paid off big time when  AWS 
Foundation awarded NeighborLink a $25 K grant. The following year, 
their generosity to NeighborLink  poured out again as they awarded 
another $30,000 in grant funding. 

“Widening doorways, adding wheelchair accessible ramps, providing 
regular home maintenance—all are projects that go into a normal day’s 
work for any NeighborLink volunteer, but for AWS, those projects stand 
as representations of empowerment for those who are living more 
independently with disabilities,” says Hays.

“The great thing about NeighborLink is that you get this tremendous 
experience, and you can do it alongside your coworkers, friends and 
neighbors,” she says. “NeighborLink has found that perfect intersection 
of that sense of community and giving that resonates with today’s 
younger generations. I would encourage NeighborLink as a wonderful 
first step because when you go in and get that person who smiles and 
says thank you, that’s the crack for future volunteerism.” 

With AWS Foundation’s partnership, NeighborLink was able to work 
alongside Kevin and his wife Chelsea who love their dog Abner. Kevin 
gives back to the community with his role at Turnstone and Chelsea is 
a full-time school teacher. Because one of our key volunteers is also 
involved at Turnstone, a relationship was formed. 
It was almost impossible for Kevin to take the dog for a walk or let him 
outside while Chelsea was gone. They live in a great neighborhood, 
are pursuing a normal life, and were in desperate need of a fence to 
make it easier for Kevin to let the dog outside to play. Because of AWS, 
NL volunteers were able to help Kevin and Chelsea create a useable 
outdoor environment by installing a fence. Kevin was right there helping 
the whole time as well. Kevin and Abner can play ball for hours now 
without worrying about Abner running off or being confined to a leash.  

You can see a short video online here: 
https://vimeo.com/224089196
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Josh Spencer
Brotherhood Mutual

Living Out A Familiar Call
In Unfamiliar Ways

It was a normal workday for Josh Spencer. As Chief Actuary and Associate Vice President at Brotherhood Mutual, 
Josh doesn’t often struggle to connect the dots between dollars given and impact created. He’s got a gift of seeing 
the world through numbers, and it’s that talent that brought him to Brotherhood Mutual, a company exclusively 
focused on serving Christian schools, camps and churches throughout the country. 

As a result, the idea of influence through acts of service certainly wasn’t new to him. He knew (and believed) that 
we are called to serve those both within and beyond our communities. But when he heard Andrew Hoffman, 
NeighborLink’s Executive Director, speak at a chapel service, he heard something different—something that caught 
his ear and moved his heart.  

“He spoke about our call to love our neighbors,” says Spencer. “Lots of us would agree with loving our neighbors 
in a philosophical sense, but Andrew localized it, forcing us to think about what it looks like for our next door 
neighbors—to put a face, a name, a story, an actual address with a pressing need. That was powerful.” 
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A Likely Merging of Missions

When deciding to support NeighborLink, it wasn’t a stretch for the Brotherhood 
Mutual Foundation to see the link between NeighborLink’s vision and Brother-
hood’s own organizational mission. For the last century, Brotherhood has operated 
profitably, and out of that growth, it aims to support Christian groups that might find themselves excluded from other 
possible sources of funding due to their mission-centered philosophies. 

“From day one, we’ve always been focused on missional/faith-related causes in Fort Wayne—and even around the 
country,” Spencer says. 

He recounts how the Foundation helped to send a group to Haiti in order to rebuild houses after the earthquake. 
While they were pouring foundations, they were also preaching the gospel, and this was something they didn’t have to 
hide or explain away when applying for funding with Brotherhood Mutual. 

“There are so many organizations that we could support throughout Allen County,” says Spencer. “We look at the 
intent of the dollars, the organization’s track record, longevity and experience, financials,  staff size—all of it helps 
determine level of need.” 

For the most part, however, Spencer says the majority of Brotherhood Mutual’s funding stays local—and that’s what 
made supporting NeighborLink so sensible. In the years since NeighborLink launched its very first project, more than 
8,000 projects have been completed in Allen County. The concept of neighbor helping neighbor has spread through-
out neighborhoods, and the tangible proof of those actions is evident through roofs that no longer leak, stairs that have 
been turned into accessible wheelchair ramps, and furnaces that keep young babies warm through the winter. From 
the road, the repairs seem so simple, but when you step beyond the front door of each home, you hear story after story 
of how small things changed neighborhoods. 

This, says Spencer, is what makes NeighborLink such a unique and powerful organization. 

While Brotherhood Mutual hasn’t had a long-term relationship with NeighborLink, many in the organization have 
known Hoffman and the organization for years.  Spencer says he’s watched how local homeowners and volunteers have 
been impacted by NeighborLink’s mission. “Last year alone, more than 600 families were served by NeighborLink 
volunteers,” Spencer says. As a man immersed in numbers every day, calculating the ripple effects of such interactions 
still boggles his mind. “It’s just huge in a community of this size, and it’s been happening for years,” he says.

“Lots of us would 

agree with loving 

our neighbors in a 

philosophical sense, 

but Andrew localized 

it, forcing us to think 

about what it looks 

like for our next door 

neighbors—to put a 

face, a name, a story, 

an actual address 

with a pressing need. 

That was powerful.” 
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Christine Meek
The Community Foundation of 

Greater Fort Wayne

A Mission to Serve

When the Community Foundation of Great-
er Fort Wayne showed up on scene in the 
early 21st century, life had gotten really hard 
for most of the world. WWI had just ended, 
and although America and her allies had 
emerged victorious, idealism took a back 
seat to pragmatism, and few were bold in 
their hopes for a future.  

Refusing to give in to that pessimism, a 
group of Fort Wayne community members 
laid the foundation for the Community Foun-
dation of Greater Fort Wayne. The year was 
1922, and throughout the next decades, the 
Foundation would face its own struggles as 
it attempted to endure through the Great 
Depression and another World War. Nearly 
100 years later, though, the Foundation has 

woven a long story of community develop-
ment, working with countless organizations, 
donors, and initiatives to achieve its mission. 
Though some may call its mission vast and 
idealistic,  it is one that has proven success-
ful time and time again. Industries, schools, 
nonprofits, programs, and more are doing 
good work today, thanks largely in part  
to the support given to them by the  
Community Foundation.

“As a community foundation, we cover the 
entire community, serving as grantmaker, 
steward, developer, adviser, and leader for 
organizations, programs, and initiatives all 
throughout the county,” says Christine Meek, 
Director of Community Impact. “We look for 
broad-based community support, funding 
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sources, governance, and sustainability, and we 
believe it’s a large part of our mission to help 
those who are serving the most vulnerable.”

Although finding those organizations in need of 
support comes easily, Meek says that the true 
million-dollar challenge is finding enough finan-
cial resources to meet all those needs. “We get 
45 requests every quarter, totaling $1 M to $2 M,” 
she says. “We only have $500 K to give away 
each quarter, so that means that many of the 
requests coming in will be denied.” 

It’s a denial that Meek and the board don’t take 
lightly, knowing that for many organizations, 
securing Foundation funding is all that stands 
between an organization’s ability to survive and 
thrive or close its doors forever. “So many of 
these programs are doing great, great work,” she 
says. “But the hard reality—for all of us—is that 
we only have so much funding.”

Offering Help Beyond Funding

While the Foundation can’t help every organiza-
tion financially, it does seek to provide far-reach-
ing assistance in other ways: putting potential 
donors in touch with organizations or initiatives 
in need of funding, providing leadership train-
ing, and offering specific training on day-to-day 
topics that can drastically affect the operational 
ability of an organization.  

As the Foundation sets out to achieve its stra-
tegic plans by 2020, Meek says the board is 
spending a lot of its own time talking about 
and reflecting on the idea of community de-
velopment—figuring out how and where to be 
involved, and working to build an unrestricted 
endowment so they can focus more  on funding 
meaningful initiatives without getting hindered 
by limited assets.  

In 2016, the Foundation provided $10M in grants 
to nonprofit organizations alone (and many more 
millions to community development projects, 
leadership initiatives, and other community  
programs and organizations). Although it’s 
guided by its mission to invest in community 
resources that are improving others’ quality of 
life, it is also driven by questions of sustainability 
and uniqueness. “How will needs be met if an 
organization doesn’t exist?” is a question Meek 
says the board is always asking. When it came 
to partnering with NeighborLink, answering that 
question was simple: “NeighborLink’s model is 
unlike anything we’ve ever seen. There is no 
one else out there doing this. Without Neighbor-
Link, some of these people wouldn’t have any-
where else to turn.”

“...we believe it’s a large 

part of our mission 

to help those who 

are serving the most 

vulnerable.”
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More than 60 years ago, Helene Foellinger stood before a crowd of people and reminded them 
that the most important thing for all of us was that we help people to help themselves and one 
another. 

It was a simple collection of words that has since evolved into the primary mission of the Foellinger 
Foundation—one that is rooted in ideas of independence, self-reliance and community building. 
Today, as the Foellinger Foundation continues to serve as one of the largest sources of nonprofit 
grant funding throughout Allen County, its visible footprint throughout Northeast Indiana serves as  
powerful proof that a single passion truly can change countless lives.

“This year, the Foellinger Foundation provided $8 M in grants,” says Cheryl Taylor, CEO.  

Cheryl Taylor
Foellinger Foundation

A New Era of Nonprofit Leadership
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She hesitates to say that aloud, knowing that on 
the surface, those millions seem like so much. But 
to anyone who has taken even a quick look into 
the needs of the community, it’s clear that Taylor 
isn’t exaggerating when she says “It’s all just a 
drop in the bucket.” 

And more than just a drop in the bucket, that $8 
M is also just a small piece of the puzzle of how 
the Foellinger Foundation approaches change 
throughout the community. “Our grants can be 
challenging because we’re looking first at how 
an organization thinks and works,” she says. “Our 
expectation is that an organization is mission-driv-
en, well-governed, and results-oriented. We want 
to know how you identify your mission and how 
you stick to your plan.” 

To answer those questions, each applying orga-
nization has to show how it tracks and measures 
specific actions.  It  needs to be able to describe 
how its board operates, and specifically, the 
Foundation wants to know how the board carries 
out a strategic plan and what tools are in place to 
make the organization better.

“There’s a belief in the community that if you get 
a Foellinger Foundation grant, you’ve really got it 
together,” says Taylor. 

Doing that, however, is much harder than it seems.

Equipping Leaders  
to Sustain the Mission

For nonprofits operating on lean staff and bud-
gets, drawing connections between mission and 
outcomes can be a difficult process. One of the 
ways organizations can do this, says Taylor, is 

through storytelling—and that’s something that she 
says NeighborLink has done very well. 

“Nonprofits have to distinguish themselves 
from everyone else if they’re going to survive in 
this competitive market,” says Taylor. Her mind 
immediately goes to the story of the Carpenter’s 
Sons—a group of NeighborLink volunteers who 
regularly take on NeighborLink projects. “I’m 
intrigued that these guys go to church together in 
the morning, or go grab breakfast, and then they get 
to work. They have a spiritual base that creates this 
social opportunity for them to reach out across their 
community and connect with people they wouldn’t 
typically intersect with.”

Although the Foundation has given NeighborLink 
more than $100 K in funding throughout the years, 
Taylor says that beyond good storytelling, it takes 
the right leadership structure to make any amount of 
funding effective. As she looks out across the non-
profit landscape,  she anticipates some significant 
challenges on the horizon. Baby boomers are retir-
ing, signaling a gap in nonprofit leadership, and she 
wonders if the younger generations will step up to 
the plate. “There’s so much opportunity for younger 
people within the nonprofit world, but they’re living 
busy lives, and many within the older generation hav-
en’t figured out how to effectively mentor this young-
er generation into new leadership roles,” she says.

“For nonprofits operating on 
lean staff and budgets, drawing 

connections between mission and 
outcomes can be a difficult process.”
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The Foundation isn’t the only organization talking 
about the challenges of leadership succession, 
but because it believes so strongly in leader-
ship development, it has launched a program to 
help both new and seasoned leaders through 
concepts like strategy, negotiation, and difficult 
conversations. “So much of leadership is about 
finding your true peers and the connectivity that 
you gain from that. Being a leader of a nonprofit 
is a lonely job,” says Taylor. “There aren’t a lot 
of people who understand your challenges. We 
get that here at Foellinger, so the premise of our 
leadership program is to offer top-notch educa-
tional opportunities right here in Allen County. 
We believe firmly that if we invest in leaders, the 
organizations we support will be excellent.”

It’s a program that Taylor says NeighborLink has 
already benefited from, and as Andrew Hoffman 

makes his way through the Foellinger Founda-
tion’s 18-month Executive Leader Program, he’s 
able to continue to focus his own vision on what’s 
next for NeighborLink. 

“I want steward the NeighborLink mission well, 
and in order to do that, I must continue to grow 
as a leader,” says Hoffman. “The varied demands 
and challenges with running a small, grassroots 
nonprofit constantly push me on a daily basis, and 
this makes it hard to find the time to go deeper 
in a particular area of professional growth. The 
Foellinger Executive Leader Program has been a 
helpful way to carve out space to focus on organi-
zational, culture-driven changes— both personally 
and corporately at NeighborLink. I consider it an 
honor to be selected and invested in.” 

Jen Pickard
M.E. Raker Foundation

On Investing Well

From the moment she first 
learned about NeighborLink, Jen 
Pickard was intrigued. At first, she 
thought she had stumbled across 
a new organization, but digging 
deeper into the pages of the 
grant gave her a sort of epiphany. 

“I saw that they weren’t new at 
all. They had been around since 
2003, and they were looking to 

grow their impact, not start it,” 
says Pickard. “When I looked at 
the simple version of what they 
do—matching volunteers with 
homeowners in need— it just 
made so much sense,  and this 
was something we knew we 
could really get on board with.” 

As an organization that doesn’t 
discriminate its funding according 

to mission or focus, M.E. Raker 
looks instead at an organization’s 
diversity of funding, its willingness 
to collaborate with like-minded 
organizations, its programming, 
and its utilization of volunteers.

And if those are the qualifiers of 
an organization’s success, then 
it’s easy to see why NeighborLink  
received an M.E. Raker grant in 
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2016.  Relying on volunteers is the cornerstone of its entire mission. 

More Than Outcomes

Recognizing that more and more funders are emphasizing account-
ability and outcomes, the M.E. Raker Foundation strives to balance an 
grantee’s needs with the foundation’s expectations. Too often, Pickard 
says, an organization in desperate need of funding winds up shifting 
its mission. It’s a primary reason why M.E. Raker has come to believe 
that if they can help reduce an organization’s fiscal pressures, then 
maybe that will free up resources to focus on other pressing concerns, 
like mission drift, leadership succession and sustainability.  “Needs 
and outcomes are great things,” she says. “But a funder’s expectations 
should never cause an organization to lose sight of its original purpose 
and mission.”  

Beyond those concerns, M.E. Raker is driven by a central question 
of sustainability. “We want to make a wise investment,” says Pickard. 
“One of our primary questions is, ‘If we don’t fund the project, will it 
happen without us?’ We want to make sure the initiatives we support 
are going to be here 5, 10, 20 years from now. Our directors are look-
ing to give to lasting things.” 

“Needs and outcomes 

are great things,” she 

says. “But a funder’s 

expectations should never 

cause an organization to 

lose sight of its original 

purpose and mission.”  
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a life of service. Thanks to one of 
these communities, we’ve success-
fully taken over a longstanding 
wheelchair ramp building program 
ran by Turnstone, which is com-
pletely managed by them. They’re 
building over 50 ramps a year and 
have detailed reports and charts 
that illustrate how to maximize 
the process in order to steward our 
resources well. 

Much of our growth and success 
is a result of their ongoing com-
mitment to taking projects and 
helping us mobilize other volun-
teers. We expect to see the number 
of retirees joining our volunteer 
community grow exponentially in 
the next couple of years. Tell all of 
your retirement age friends to con-
sider getting involved at Neighbor-
Link. We’ll be happy to help them 
connect to our existing groups.

they are far from ready to embrace 
the stereotypical retirement philos-
ophy. NeighborLink is benefitting 
from these highly professional 
and motivated individuals. They 
bring all of their technical and 
interpersonal skills with them to 
the projects and a deep desire to 
love neighbors well. Not only are 
neighbors benefitting from these 
skilled and available volunteers, 
NeighborLink’s operations are 
benefiting as we get regular feed-
back and shared expertise. 

These communities of volunteers 
are benefitting as well. Many of 
them share breakfast at least once 
a week before heading out to 
tackle projects and have created 
new friendships because of it. 
They’re learning how to organize 
and manage new types of projects 
while developing new programs 
for our organization. They are 
learning more about their faith 
and finding deep meaning in living 

We continue to see an increase 
in retirement aged individuals 
joining our volunteer communi-
ty. According to a recent article 
in Money, about two-thirds of 
Americans are out of the work-
force by age 66. About 50% are 
retiring between 61 and 65 years 
old, and 18% of those are retiring 
before they turn 60. We’re seeing 
a wide spectrum of retirees joining 
us, including a handful that find 
themselves retiring early due to 
the company they spent most of 
their career with leave Fort Wayne. 
In these cases, opportunities to 
transition with the company were 
presented, but after reflecting on 
the family impact, it was better 
for our volunteers to retire early. 
They love Fort Wayne, have family 
near, have stabilty, and want to 
now spend some time helping out 
locally. 

Even though these individuals 
chose to retire from their career, 

Not So Retired After All
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Welcoming New Friends 
 
A group from Delphi United Methodist Church 
came to Fort Wayne this fall on a mission trip to 
serve and love neighbors. NeighborLink was able 
to help mobilize the group across a few different 
projects. Annie was in need of a ramp and the 
group was excited to get started.  
Here at NeighborLink we value people over 
projects and look for opportunity to connect 
and build relationships. So often we only talk 
about the volunteer and recipient relationship, 
however, in this particular service project we were able to fully allocate a staff member to lead and direct the group. Not 
only did this provide a great connection with the recipient, but it also paved the way for a transformational and educational 
experience for the team on missions. Being a decentralized volunteer organization, we have the unique ability to provide serve 
days for various groups, all with the intention of bettering the life of neighbors in need.

Delphi was only one of about a dozen mission groups from outside of Fort Wayne that NeighborLink worked with in 2017. We 
welcome small groups like this one all the way up to large groups of almost 200 middle to high school aged students for a few 
days to an entire week. These groups are an encouragement to us as they bring lots of energy and a deep desire to do their best 
to connect relationally to our neighbors the best they can during their time they’re here. We’re looking forward to growing the 
number of facilitated service opportunities from new, distant friends over the next couple of years. 

To see the video of Annie’s ramp, visit this URL: https://vimeo.com/242979802

A Raised Hand and An Open Door  

NeighborLink exists as a tool to broker connections 
between the vulnerable and the able. More specifically, we 
want to create these connections between Churches and 
neighborhoods. Matt Richardson of The River Church 
has taken this to heart in they way he and his team struc-
ture their community. He notes being part of the church 
where programs have been project based and the goal has 
simply been paint on a wall or project completion. As we 
see in scripture, Jesus’ ultimate goal was to reach the per-
son at the heart level rather than just satisfying a material 
need. Matt and his church love that NeighborLink acts as a catch all for the needs of the vulnerable in Fort Wayne. They view 
each project and each pin on our projects map as a person raising their hand asking for help. For them and the church culture 
they have created, the value of the connections NeighborLink is able to provide are immeasurable.

Matt Richardson sat down with us to tell us their story recently.  
Visit this URL to watch a video of that conversation. https://vimeo.com/245655844
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Kami, a recipient of NL service, woke up one night having a heart attack and was rushed to the hospital. 
Once she and her husband got to the emergency room, she was immediately scheduled for a quadruple 
bypass. When the doctors got her on the operating table, she stroked out and her vital signs hit zero. After 
being revived and receiving the necessary medical attention, she was sent home. Due to Kami’s medical 
emergencies, her mobility would be limited and she would rely on her husband’s help. This restricted her 
to living life in just three rooms over her home. She asked if NeighborLink could help paint one of those 
rooms. 
Beth, an attendee of The River Church, saw Kami’s project posted on the NeighborLink website. Looking 
for a chance to connect with neighbors and live out Jesus’ model of ministry, she reached out to Kami with 
a desire to serve and help. After some communication back and forth, Beth lead a group of ladies from her 
church on a serve Sunday to help Kami paint. 

A little while later, Kami and her husband had a house fire that left them at a loss. Their insurance company 
was asking for a sum of money they could not afford. Beth, having stayed in touch with Kami via Facebook, 
saw that they had another need. She didn’t hesitate to offer to help. After bringing up the need with some 
fellow church members, they were able to come up with the funds for Kami to get the repairs done. 
Kami and Beth have since fostered a relationship where there is communication of need. Who could have 
guessed that painting a room could lead to a relationship where neighbors help neighbors in need? At 
NeighborLink we collect thousands of requests for help each year. It is our continued hope that projects 
would turn into relationships, that neighbors would be able to rely on each other for help. NeighborLink 
hopes to broker connections between those wanting to give back and those already asking for help. From 
there, it is our prayer, that neighbors would connect beyond a simple project and truly live out the mission 
of Jesus; Love your neighbor.

Kami & Beth’s Video can be found here: https://vimeo.com/245656654

Relationships Over Projects
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Being an adult athlete used to mean pursuing 
a personal goal at whatever event you took on 
and spending hours each week only focused on 
your training, your goals, and what kind of gear 
you needed to accomplish it. Team Neighbor-
Link is transforming the way we think about 
being an adult athlete because we’ve been 
creating a community and adding purpose to 
the athletic endeavors we take on. The goals we 
set are still very much personal, but TNL ath-
letes are realizing that they can use their talents 
to raise awareness and funds for neighbors in 
need. They’re also finding value in being with 
a community of athletes that care more about 
talking about gear, running splits, or post-race 
frustrations. We’re learned that athletics can 
connect us in meaningful ways in order to 
build relationships and we can transform our 
communities while doing something we love as 
long as we’re working to invite others into it. 
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to see new team members join 
us, local athletic communities 
support our cause, and hundreds 
of local athletes show up to  
our events. 

Visit this link to see our latest 
TNL video titled, “Work Hard. 
Do Good. Love Wins.”
https://vimeo.com/236793730

In 2017, we launched an Ambassa-
dor Program that leveraged nearly 
$15,000 in sponsorship dollars to 
incentivize and support 20 dedicated 
athletes who made the choice to raise 
at least $1,000 for a NeighborLink 
project throughout the year. Those 
sponsorship dollars help provide 
gear, cover event fees, and provide 
TNL event support throughout the 
year. In return, TNL athletes have 
helped raise over $20,000 that has 
gone to specific projects, such as 
roofs and furnaces. We’ve continued 
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It’s been a very successful year at NeighborLink in terms of financial growth and sustain-
ability as evidenced by our net revenue. This is a result of less spending, unexpected 
growth in private donations from individuals and businesses, and increased grant growth. 
This surplus will help us move towards our foreseeable office change, a new Sprinter style 
van, additional web development expenses, and a potential new hire in 2018.

2016/2017 Fiscal Year Financials 
11/1/16 – 10/31/17

Total Revenue:
$398,056.00

Total Expenses:
$312,567.47

Net Revenue:
$61,492.15
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2115 TOTAL NUMBER OF PROJECTS
REQUESTED BY ZIP CODE

46802
46803
46804
46805
46806
46807
46808
46809
46815
46816
46818
46819
46825
46835
46845 

2017
59

145
38

123
603
152
135
39
84

182
110
35

155
100
27

2016
86

193
25

126
501
143
165
26
71

138
77
40
77
50
18

945 TOTAL NUMBER COMPLETED PROJECTS
COMPLETED BY ZIP CODE

46802
46803
46804
46805
46806
46807
46808
46809
46815
46816
46818
46819
46825
46835
46845 

2017
28
50
18
66

255
56
61
6

43
108
58
11

75
66
22

2016
19
44

9
46

158
28
71
5

28
47
26
10
42
20
15

Data Runs from 1/1/17 - 11/30/17
Numbers are based on most popular Fort Wayne zip codes as collected by our website
We serve all of Allen County and sometimes beyond. 



Most Requested Projects By Category
Project Statistics

Requests  -  Zip Code

46802 59
46803 145
46804 38
46805 123
46806 603
46807 152
46808 135
46809 39
46815 84
46816 182
46818 110
46819 35
46825 155
46835 100
46845 27

46802 28
46803 50
46804 18
46805 66
46806 255
46807 56
46808 61
46809 6
46815 43
46816 108
zz 58
46819 11
46825 75
46835 66
46845 22

Completed  -  Zip Code
  Projects

Data Runs from 1/1/17 - 11/30/17
Numbers are based on most popular Fort Wayne zip codes as collected by our website

We serve all of Allen County and sometimes beyond.

Exterior Painting

Home Improvement

Roofing

Tangible Property Repair Wheelchair Ramp

Most Completed Project 
in One Category

2115 
Total Requested Projects 945 

Total Completed Projects

Helping Hand

Plumbing

HVAC

Yard Work
(78% of total yard work requests)

104 84

204

181

254
Yard Work

350

105

126

172

22
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Foundation & Grant Support

Allen County Christmas Bureau
AWS Foundation 

Brotherhood Mutual Foundation
Charlie Tippmann Foundation 

Howard Arnold Foundation
Foellinger Foundation

K&K Insurance & AON Foundation
Krouse Foundation

Mary Cross Tippmann Foundation
M.E. Raker Foundation

Plymouth Congregational Church
St. Joseph Community Health Foundation  

  (Katherine Kasper Award)

Waterfield Foundation

Andrew Hoffman 
Executive Director

Jeff Shatto
Director of Mobilization

Derrick Smith
Program Manager

Our Staff

Individual &  
Family Support  

of $1000 or more

Barce Family
Berend Family 
Davis Family 

Eastom Family 
Eastom Family 
Meyer Family 
Miller Family 

Schmidt Family
Shinneman Family 

Smith Family 
Spencer Family 
Zeigler Family 

Business Support 
 

City of Fort Wayne
Connolly’s Do It Best

Cornerstone Landscape Group
Custom Living, Inc. 

FOAM-iT 
Junk Ditch Brewing Company

Lake City Bank
Masters Heating and Cooling 

Midwest Center for Joint Replacement
Momper Insulation 

Nathan Alan Designs
Northeast Indiana Mortgage Bankers Assoc. 

Ortho Northeast
Pyromation

Taylor Rental
Vorderman Volkswagen

We Are Grateful For These Financial Partners




